




Here's What We're 
Covering in This Report 

At Loop, a return does not equal a refund. We see a return as the 

container for a few different types of outcomes. A return alone is not a 

bad thing but, depending on your return composition, it can be. We 

encourage the brands we work with to implement strategies that 

increase exchanges while reducing refunds. 

This report was generated by looking at returns across 336 brands that 

use Loop. This likely skews our data to have lower refund and higher 

exchange rates than you would see outside of Loop. But...that's one of 

the benefits of working with us :) 

On this page, we are going to break down the metrics in this report and 

explain how they are calculated. 

9 Return Rate

Your return rate is the highest level metric you 

can use when evaluating your return policy and 

process. It shows you what percentage of your 

revenue is being sent back as a percentage of all 

revenue. Your return rate is actually composed of 

three different return outcomes - refunds, 

exchanges, and store credit - that together 

contribute to your return rate. We'll cover these in 

the following sections. 

Returned revenue in a time period / Total revenue 

in the same time period. 
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This is the percentage of all returns where the 

Ct: value of the returned item is given to the 
0 customer as a gift card to spend at a later date. 
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Revenue that were returned for a gift card in a 
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Refund Rate 

This is the percentage of all returns where a 

purchase is being refunded to the original form of 

payment. 

Refunded revenue in a time period / Total 

returned revenue in the same time period. 

Retained Revenue Rate 

We use this metric at Loop to show what 

percentage of returns are keeping money inside 

the brand. This is a great high-level metric to 

understand the health of your returns policy and 

process. 

(Total returned revenue - refunded revenue)/ 

Total returned revenue in the same period. 
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Retained 

revenue rate 
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$1.64 
Revenue generated 

per return 

Exchange Rate 

This is the percentage of all returns where the 

customer is choosing to swap their current 

product for another product. At Loop, we have two 

exchange types: variant exchanges and different 

product exchanges. For simplicity, both of those 

exchange types are included in this rate. 

Exchanged revenue in a time period / Total 

returned revenue in the same period. 

Revenue Per Return 

With Loop, a customer can return an item and 

exchange it for a more expensive item or multiple 

items to create upsell dollars. Revenue per return 

is the measure of how much upsell revenue you 

are creating per return event you process. 

Upsell revenue captured / Total returned orders. 

https://loopreturns.com/


Loop Brands 
We analyzed over 300 brands and a couple 

million return events to discover the true 

composition of online returns. Not only what 

percentage of products are being returned, 

but also the makeup of those returns and 

when they happened. 

All brands in this analysis 

are on the Shopify or 

Shopify Plus platform. 
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ALL BRANDS 

60.06% 
Refund 

19.06% 
Return rate 

Top return months 
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https://loopreturns.com/blog/how-to-write-a-return-policy-the-5-questions-you-need-to-answer
https://loopreturns.com/blog/how-to-build-a-returns-policy-both-you-and-your-customers-will-love
https://loopreturns.com/blog/return-policy-is-a-marketing-asset


https://loopreturns.com/


https://loopreturns.com/
https://loopreturns.com/blog/4-strategies-to-turn-refunds-into-exchanges/
https://loopreturns.com/blog/return-policy-is-a-marketing-asset
https://loopreturns.com/blog/on-demand-return-portals-are-the-best-customer-experience


https://loopreturns.com/
https://loopreturns.com/blog/4-strategies-to-turn-refunds-into-exchanges
https://loopreturns.com/blog/how-to-communicate-sizing-online-to-reduce-returns
https://loopreturns.com/blog/the-fallacy-of-the-30-day-return-window


https://loopreturns.com/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4LxSEWvF7mHKVX5onPhqc2
https://loopreturns.com/blog/how-to-build-a-return-policy-for-intimates-and-bathing-suit-brands
https://loopreturns.com/blog/the-4-types-of-returns-and-how-they-impact-ltv


https://loopreturns.com/
https://youtu.be/mbKS6oifniI
https://loopreturns.com/blog/how-to-offer-online-gift-exchanges-customers-love
https://help.loopreturns.com/article/91-advanced-exchanges


https://loopreturns.com/
https://loopreturns.com/blog/4-strategies-to-turn-refunds-into-exchanges
https://loopreturns.com/blog/the-true-cost-of-an-online-refund
https://loopreturns.com/blog/the-fallacy-of-the-30-day-return-window


https://loopreturns.com/
https://loopreturns.com/blog/return-policy-strategies-for-jewelry-brands
https://loopreturns.com/blog/return-policy-is-a-marketing-asset
https://help.loopreturns.com/article/91-advanced-exchanges
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47.73%
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Vertical / Other

The eCommerce Returns Benchmark Report

Return rate

8.64%

52.27%
Refund

hand-holding-usd

Store credit

9.53%

credit-card-front

Exchanges

38.20%

exchange

This is where we categorized any brand that did not fit 

into one of the previously mentioned categories. This 

includes novelty products, electronics, and “others.”

Top return months
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highest 2nd 3rd lowest

https://loopreturns.com/


About Loop
Loop is an automated returns platform that helps scaling Shopify brands 

save time for their support team and create a memorable experience for 

their customers. Want to learn more about what Loop can do for you?

Book a Demo Learn How Loop Works

https://loopreturns.com/how-loop-works
https://loopreturns.com/contact-loop/



